Multiwavelength fluorescence based optosensor for simultaneous determination of fuberidazole, carbaryl and benomyl.
In the present work, a novel approach is proposed for the simultaneous determination of three widely used pesticides (namely, fuberidazole (FBZ), carbaryl (CBL) and benomyl (BNM)). The proposed method is based on a single continuous-flow solid surface fluorimetric multi-optosensor implemented with the use of a minicolumn placed just before the flow-through cell and filled with C(18) silica gel. The three pesticides are determined from an only injection (simultaneous determination): the minicolumn strongly retains two of them while the third develops a transitory signal when passing through the sensing solid microzone. Then, two alternate eluting solutions appropriately selected perform the sequential elution of the two pesticides from the minicolumn, achieving the detection zone and developing their transitory signals. The proposed optosensor works under optimal sensitivity conditions for all the three analytes because of the use of multi-wavelength fluorescence detection mode, so recording three different signals corresponding at three pairs of optima excitation/emission wavelengths. Using a sample volume of 2100mul, the system was calibrated in the range 0.5-15, 40-800 and 50-1000mugl(-1) with detection limits of 0.09, 6 and 9mugl(-1) for FBZ, CBL and BNM, respectively. The R.S.D values (n=10) were lower than 2% in all cases. The proposed methodology was applied satisfactorily to water samples. Recovery percentages ranging from 97.8 to 101.1%, 97.9 to 103% and from 97 to 105% for FBZ, CBL and BNM, respectively, were obtained.